VIRTUAL INTERNATIONAL
SHOW COMPETITION
Virtual competition date: Saturday 19.06.2021
Turun Pyrkivä gymnastics is organizing in cooperation with The Finnish
Workers´ Sports Federation, TUL´s Gymnastics and Dance Department
Open gymnastics- and dance competition
INTERNATIONAL SHOW COMPETITION (ISC)
SPECIES OF COMPETITION:
Aesthetic group gymnastics
(AGG), rhythmic gymnastics and
dance

REGISTRATION
Registration before 06.06.2021

The registration link to all categories is
www.tul.kisanet.fi/#/
(You can change the language next to
Kisanet-logo)

COMPETITION CATEGORIES
AGG
(groups)
10-12y
12-14y
14-16y
over 16y
over 25y
over 35y
over 45y

DANCE
(individuals, duos) (groups)
10-12y
10-12y
12-14y
12-14y
14-16y
14-16y
over 16y
over 16y
over 18y
over 30y
over 50y
over 60y

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS
(individuals, duos, groups)
10-12y
13-15y
over 16y

Depending on the amount of competitors the organizer has the right to
combine the series to the nearest age category.

COMPETITION AREA

Area have to be at least 10mx10m. It can
be light gymnastic carpet, the black
dance carpet or any other suitable area.

MUSIC
Music will be sent in mp3 -files.
Music have to send at the latest 6.6.2021 by
orders of organizer: https://tul.kisanet.fi

INFORMATION AND SCHEDULE

The competition complies with the Competion Rules made by TUL´s Gymnastics and
Dance Department for this competition. The Competition Rules can be found
https://tul.fi/tapahtumat/kilpailutoiminta/isc/
The other information will be updated on tul.kisanet.fi

JUDGES

The evalution panels are formed in a wide variety of experts from different species.
The clubs have the opportunity to present a judge of his own species by adding the
judge´s details, all species, club, country-in tul.kisanet.fi

ENTRY FEES TUL clubs (CSIT ´s clubs) Other participants
Groups
100€
120€
Individuals
25€
35€
Duos
50€
60€
Participation fees will be paid into the organizers account FI95 3131 1001 979818 at least
06.06.2021. If the registration is canceled before the registration deadline, the entry fee will
be refunded in full. After the end of the registration period the participation fee will be
refunded only against a medical certificate. An office fee of 15 € will be deducted from the
refund.

PHOTOGRAPHY

The pictures and videos will be taken during the competition. These are used in TUL´s
communications such as webpages, social media services, anniversaries, stories and
magazines). By granting a participant a participant grants permission to take pictures and
use pictures/videos during the competition in social media channels. EUData Protection
Regulations (2006/679)

INSURANCE

Competitors must have a valid insurance. The organizer has not convinced
competitors. The organizers will not be held responsible for any liability in case of
accidents, illness and the like. Firstaid will be arraged.

INQUIRES

Conserning the competition: kilpailut@joukkuevoimistelu.com,
the other issues aira.ikonen@tul.fi

